FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

Research Smorgasbord
Discover funding opportunities specific to your research agenda, emerging publications, and area of intended research.

Active Seeker
Tap opportunity resources that deepen and broaden your current search.

Hunter’s Special
Sneak up on new, unique opportunities via private industry partnerships or new federal initiatives such as STEM, ADVANCE, or ARRA.

CONTENT DEVELOPMENT

Workshops
Our Grant Writing Boot Camp provides tips and training to create a review-ready Abstract and Project Narrative...in just six sessions!

Special Topic Panels
We offer Foundation Grant Trainings and agency-specific panel presentations for a targeted approach.

Build My Narrative
We help you shape and organize your narrative, sketches, and summaries into a tasty, logical order that will please the most discerning reviewer.

Technical Expert
Have your technical content reviewed by a grant-successful expert in our Grant Facilitator’s Network.

Background Research
Bring an auxiliary researcher onboard to expedite your proposal process.

BUDGET DEVELOPMENT

Builder’s Special
Need to build a Form SF-424? We can help you fill in the blanks for salaries and direct/indirect costs to meet MSU requirements.

Budget Research and Review
Served HOT! Last minute additions and changes, figure checks, and that final figure shows up on the bottom line. We even translate it into prose for Budget Justification.

TEAM SUPPORT

Grant Writer’s Club
Create writing support groups with new colleagues from Grant Writing Boot Camp, network at ADVANCE Project TRACS events, and meet helpful people from participating programs on campus.

Faculty Connection Club
Connect with grant-successful faculty that have developed similar proposals and will share insights.

Sampler Platter
Review abstract and proposal samples of successful, grant-winning proposals in your field.

Team Salad Bar
Build a team of personnel that can assist with miscellaneous proposal process tasks. Connect with the Grant Facilitator’s Network for draft review, suggestions, and helpful feedback.

TECHNICAL ROUNDUP

Organization Special
We can help organize and arrange all the pieces to fit your funding opportunity’s specific requirements, leaving you free to work on the Project Description.

Cowgirl Rope Tricks
We can wrangle standardization of technical terms (per style guide of your discipline) plus punctuation, margins, typography, graphics, and page formatting for that polished look.

DEADLINE TIME!

Submission Checklist
You have forms, spreadsheets, documents, letters, do they all match? We verify that every required piece is in place, in its final form, before you push that submit button.

FOLLOW UP

Networking Special
You’ve worked hard and deserve a treat! Come to an ADVANCE Project TRACS event and exchange ideas for your next terrific proposal.

Stay in Touch!
We want to keep track of you and your proposal, critiques and reviews, funding success, and re-purposed materials. We keep you in the loop with our innovative Interdisciplinary Sandbox Interest Groups and helpful Grant Facilitator’s Network.

Laura “Jane” Freeburg, Grant Submission Training Coordinator
ADVANCE Project TRACS
319B Leon Johnson Hall
(406) 994-5338
laura.freeburg@montana.edu